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The League of Nations and the debate on disarmament (1918-1919) 2013-10-31 this essay regards the early stages of the debate on disarmament at the end of world war i
when the international community intended to limit countries armaments and expenses according to a widespread sentiment in public opinion after a huge moral and physical
devastation in 1918 some draft projects of the league of nations covenant were elaborated by the great powers and the original texts demonstrate the initial absence of the matter but
as the brainstorming continued the articles regarding the way to disarm appeared even more pregnant the question at stake concerned the reduction of armaments to the lowest point
consistent with national defence and the fulfilment of international obligations the abolition of the mandatory conscription the prohibition to earn private profits from the manufacture of
arms the control of arms trafficking and the full and frank publicity of military programs in 1919 during the paris peace conference motivated men worked to create an organization
forerunner of the united nations with the aim of avoiding future wars in the final version of the covenant some articles to realize disarmament were present and a specific commission to
carry on the related duties was established the correspondence between the protagonists shows the difficulties in approaching the issue
The League of Nations, Cartels, and the Tariff 1928 this book attempts to reconstruct and interpret germany s relationship with the league of nations her policy at geneva the
interplay of policy and politics and the attitudes and opinions that inspired both policy and politics preface
Germany and the League of Nations 1976 created in 1919 shortly after world war i the league of nations was principally designed to put an end to war but it went into hibernation
when world war ii broke out and was formally wound up in 1946 not having achieved its primary objective it was deemed a failure however the many accomplishments it did realize
certainly allows for arguments against this idea during its two decade existence the league of nations resolved and defused many conflicts and crises as well as established a rapport
among its members it was also active in many other political social and technical fields including minorities refugees human rights labor health telecommunications and supervision of
former colonial territories which had become mandates above all the league of nations proved to be training ground for the united nations and the countless other organizations both
governmental and non governmental which now surround us just what the league of nations was able to do during its brief but hectic career is summed up in this book the dictionary
section contains several hundred cross referenced entries on its founders and supporters its rather small staff and secretariat the various subordinate or related organizations and their
overwhelming tasks the historical background is described in the introduction and plotted year by year in the chronology while the bibliography points to further reading
Historical Dictionary of the League of Nations 2006-01-16 from 1923 to 1946 ireland was a committed though critical supporter of the league of nations under cumann na gaedheal
and the foreign ministries of fitzgerald and mcgillgan the state s policy was that of a radical ireland constantly sought to uphold the covenant and further the work of the league in the
face of great power criticism this was recognised with the free state s election to the league council in 1930 under fianna fail de valera built upon his predecessors achievements and
ireland became a mature and influential league member by the early mid 1930s the irish were involved in nearly all of the league s most important projects and the great powers such
as britain recognised ireland s role as one of the influential small states in the league the late 1930s saw the league decline after italy s invasion of abyssinia ireland still supported the
league but in a theoretical manner as de valera steered ireland towards neutrality in the looming conflict this book analyses ireland s policy at the league in geneva and the
development of league policy in dublin against the background of the turbulent inter war years it examines the personalities and issues behind policy and analyses their execution in
geneva it draws on analysis of previously unseen material recently released from the department of foreign affairs archives this book is a fundamental reassessment of irish foreign in
the inter war period
Ireland and the League of Nations, 1919-1946 1996 the history of the federal state of boiotia from the outbreak of the peloponnesian war in 432 bc to the triumph of the states over its
enemies in 371 bc is the focus of professor buck s study it is especially interesting because the federation underwent so many changes the interplay of political factions with external
enemies and with clashing ideologies makes it useful to study
Boiotia and the Boiotian League, 432-371 B.C. 1994 the league will keep sports fans reading when all one boy wants is to play in a summer football league even though it s the roughest
and most secretive rogue league in town kirkus reviews and don t miss thatcher heldring s newest novel the football girl about a girl who follows her passion for the game and tries out
for the football team two teams one summer no rules wyatt parker is tired of getting picked on by bullies and ignored by girls he hopes playing football will toughen him up and impress
his next door neighbor evan who has her eye on the town s star quarterback his older brother aaron has an even better idea if wyatt ditches the lame golf camp his parents signed him
up for he can play with aaron in the league of pain the roughest and most secretive rogue football league in town now wyatt has a choice he can play by the rules like he always does or
he can steal back his neighbor accept the penalties of the game and have the winning summer he s been waiting for all year with its focus on bullying a first crush changing friendships
and coming of age this book is a solid choice for reluctant readers who also happen to love football slj heldring s latest novel conveys well the allure of contact sports particularly tackle
football and the appeal of evasive tactics particularly lying to your parents booklist wyatt is a strong multidimensional character and the tension is palpable as he strives to keep his
secret secondary characters are varied if not very fully developed early in the book kirkus reviews
The League 2015-04-14 the secret of the league is a british dystopian novel by ernest bramah which describes a successful overthrow of a democratically elected british labour party
government by members of the upper classes and depicts such an overthrow as being a positive and desirable outcome in the fictional british history depicted in the book the labour
party wins an overwhelming majority in general elections and forms a government they do not institute a completely socialist economy but increase wages frequently tax the upper



classes greatly and create a large government bureaucracy in foreign policy the labour government is conciliatory towards other powers and curtails military spending a powerful upper
class cabal the league of the title whose members feel that the country is going to the dogs makes careful secret preparations for overthrowing the government over two years they
secretly hoard large quantities of fuel oil and convert coal burning plants to oil burning then they suddenly announce a consumer strike against the coal industry at the time a central
part of the british economy and cause large scale unemployment and distress among coal miners and secondary industries dependent on coal
The Secret of the League 2019-12-04 this novel revolves around frederick maxwell and his friends carlo visci and luigi salvarini frederick maxwell is an englishman with a passion for
art and no doubt if he had been forced to gain a living by his brush would have made some stir in the world but being born with the traditional silver spoon in his mouth his flirtation with
the arts never threatened to become serious before leaving rome frederick maxwell and his friends carlo visci and luigi salvarini all vow to aid the welfare of the league will they fulfill
this vow
The League of Nations 1926 provides a portrait of the national football league and the 28 nfl franchises that make up the league
Report to the Council of the League of Nations on the Administration of 'Iraq 1920 around the league in 80 days chronicles a father son cross country road trip gabe and bubba travel to
all twenty nine nba arenas to experience the uniqueness of each stadium and discover what each team means to its city their sojourn is a pilgrimage which also retraces a previous path
taken by bubba who dropped out of high school in the 1960s to become a homeless hippie hobo gabe and bubba narrate their odyssey in descriptive detail inviting readers to ride along
for a veritable vicarious vacation adventure
By Order of the League 2022-11-22 discusses the dynamics of the indian freedom movement during the 1940s from the perspective of those muslim leaders and political parties who
opposed the idea of a separate state for south asian muslims or whose primary engagement with muslim league activities treated separatism as marginal to their political agenda
provided by publisher
The League 1986 the mandak league may be one of baseball s best kept secrets operating in manitoba and north dakota from 1950 to 1957 it was the outlet for former negro leaguers
to continue playing and entertaining fans occupying fields with ex major leaguers minor league stars and some of the best manitoba north dakota and minnesota born players it featured
such greats as willie wells leon day ray dandridge and satchel paige who pitched briefly for the minot mallards in 1950 in part i chapters on each of the mandak s eight seasons provide
detailed information on the stadiums franchise and league personnel pennant races and standout performances in part ii a comprehensive listing of profiles presents basic information
on the league s players their baseball backgrounds and their accomplishments in the mandak and other leagues emphasis is given to former negro leaguers many of whom finished their
careers in the mandak league appendices provide batting and pitching records rosters and rules of conduct
Around the League in 80 Days 2015-06-17 this is a study of austen chamberlain s term of office as stanley baldwin s foreign secretary from 1924 29 it is argued that chamberlain s
priority was a two stage policy in western europe which aimed at pacifying both france and germany as well as encouraging the league of nations
Panama and the League of Nations to 1927 1940 this volume focuses on the final years of the league of nations from 1929 to 1946 a time of political violence growing nationalism and
war author george gill recounts these turbulent years providing readers with a fascinating chronicle of this period gill s incisively written essay examines the decline of the league the
rise of brutal dictators the erosion of international unity and the failure of world leaders are all part of his mosaic special insets throughout the text highlight pivotal incidents key
documents offer the words that made history and numerous photographs recapture the spirit of a time past his book also offers a chronology of major world events so that league
history and the wider global context are intermeshed gill demonstrates how the league died an agonizing death yet makes clear how the larger cause of world cooperation survived into
a new and more dangerous era
Muslims against the Muslim League 2017-09-15 long before the brooklyn dodgers and new york giants brought the major leagues to california in 1958 professional baseball thrived
on the west coast in the form of the pacific coast league pcl minor only in name the league featured intense rivalries a huge fan base and such future hall of famers as joe dimaggio and
ted williams the los angeles angels won 14 pcl pennants and stood as the league s premier franchise this year by year chronicle of the los angeles angels from 1903 to 1957 includes an
overview of the pcl and a wealth of statistical information including an all time player roster a list of important team records lineups and attendance information based in part on
personal interviews with former angels players this history offers a nostalgic look back at the pcl and the early days of baseball in the west
The ManDak League 2006-03-30 the league of nations the principle and the practice was issued in 1919 and describes the functioning of the organization
Tunisia - a Lawsuit Against the Human Rights League, an Assault on All Rights Activists 2014-01-27 excerpt from labor and the league of nations those who work have always constituted
a major ity of the people in any organized society to day nine tenths of the adult population is employed at some productive or useful occupation editors and public men use the term
middle class as though the members of this class constituted a majority or at least a very large minority of the american population nothing could be farther from the truth the middle
class in any modern nation is but a tiny fraction of the whole about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair



the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Austen Chamberlain and the Commitment to Europe 1996 excerpt from the league of nations the principle and the practice it is undeniable that the great mass of intelligent people of
europe and america have come to the belief as a result of the catastrophe that befell the civilized world in 1914 that a different international organization from the one existing at that
time was essential to the peaceful development of humanity this opinion crystallized into a demand for a league of nations of some kind and the problem of organizing such a league
was given precedence over all the other problems that were pressing for attention at the peace conference the covenant of the league has been adopted by the conference and will
shortly go to the signatory states for ratification ought it to be ratified the answer to this question can be given only after we have decided what we mean by the thing itself graham
wallas has said it is this last relation between words and things which makes the central difficulty of thought about politics the words are so rigid so easily personified so associated with
affection and prejudice the things symbolized by the words are so unstable the cry has gone up for a league of nations but what do we mean by a league of nations is it something new
or have there been similar proposals in the past before 1914 or during the war had the nations developed institutions which pointed the way to a league what is the philosophy
underlying a league of nations how shall the league be organized more important still what are the actual duties which the league should be called upon to perform for only in so far as it
functions continuously will the league of nations be a vital thing finally what shall be america s relation to the league of nations about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works
The League of Nations 1894 includes pictures includes accounts of members of the league includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading the program of the world s
peace therefore is our program and that program the only possible program as we see it is this 1 open covenants of peace openly arrived at after which there shall be no private
international understandings of any kind but diplomacy shall proceed always frankly and in the public view president woodrow wilson i have loved but one flag and i can not share that
devotion and give affection to the mongrel banner invented for a league henry cabot lodge the united nations is one of the most famous bodies in the world and its predecessor the
league of nations might be equally notorious in fact president woodrow wilson s pet project was controversial from nearly the minute it was conceived at the end of world war i wilson s
pleas at the paris peace conference relied on his fourteen points which included the establishment of a league of nations but while his points were mostly popular amongst americans
and europeans alike leaders at the peace conference largely discarded them and favored different approaches british leaders saw their singular aim as the maintenance of british
colonial possessions france meanwhile only wanted to ensure that germany was weakened and unable to wage war again and it too had colonial interests abroad that it hoped to
maintain britain and france thus saw eye to eye with both wanting a weaker germany and both wanting to maintain their colonies wilson however wanted both countries to rid
themselves of their colonies and he wanted germany to maintain its self determination and right to self defense wilson totally opposed the war guilt clause which blamed the war on
germany wilson mostly found himself shut out but britain and france did not want american contributions to the war to go totally unappreciated if only out of fear that the u s might turn
towards improving their relations with germany in response thus to appease wilson and the americans france and britain consented to the creation of a league of nations however even
though his participation in the crafting of the treaty of versailles earned him a nobel prize that year wilson soon learned to his consternation that diplomacy with congress would go no
better than his diplomacy with european leaders the only major provision that wilson achieved in europe the league of nations was the most controversial in the united states both aisles
of congress had qualms with the idea believing it violated the constitution by giving power over self defense to an international body other interests in the united states especially irish
americans had now totally turned against wilson the president s interest in national self determination extended to many european countries including hungary poland czechoslovakia
and belgium but it excluded one critical country ireland a country currently embroiled in a revolution against great britain worse irish americans thought the league of nations would
harden anglo control of global institutions simply put wilson returned home to find many americans weren t buying the league of nations while the senate was able to build a slim
majority in favor of ratification it could not support the necessary two thirds majority although the league of nations was short lived and clearly failed in its primary mission it did
essentially spawn the united nations at the end of world war ii and many of the un s structures and organizations came straight from its predecessor with the concepts of an
international court and a general assembly coming straight from the league more importantly the failures of the league ensured that the un was given stronger authority and
enforcement mechanisms most notably through the latter s security council
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